Abstract. The complexity of large system models in software engineering nowadays is mastered by using different views. View-based modelling aims at creating small, partial models, each one of them describing some aspect of the system. Existing formal techniques supporting view-based visual modelling are based on typed attributed graphs, where views are related by typed attributed graph morphisms. Such morphisms up to now require a meta model given by a fixed type graph, as well as a fixed data signature and domain. This is in general not adequate for view-oriented modeling where only parts of the complete meta model are known and necessary when modelling a partial view of the system. The aim of this paper is to extend the framework of typed attributed graph morphisms to generalized typed attributed graph morphisms, short GAG-morphisms, which involve changes of the type graph, data signature, and domain. This allows the modeller to formulate type hierarchies and views of visual languages defined by GAG-morphisms between type graphs, short GATG-morphisms. In this paper, we study the interaction and integration of views, and the restriction of views along type hierarchies. In the main result, we present suitable conditions for the integration and decomposition of consistent view models (Theorem 4.1) and extend these conditions to view models defined over meta models with constraints (Theorem 5.1). As a running example, we use a visual domain-specific modelling language to model coarse-grained IT components and their connectors in decentralized IT infrastructures. Using constraints, we formulate connection properties as invariants.
Introduction
In recent years, the complexity of large system models in software engineering is mastered by using different views or viewpoints. View-based modeling rather aims at creating small, partial models, each one of them describing some aspect of the system instead of building complex monolithic specifications. Visual techniques nowadays form an important part of the overall software development methodology. Usually, visual notations like the UML [OMG07] , Petri nets or other kinds of graphs are used in order to specify static or dynamic system aspects. Hence, the syntax definition of visual modeling languages is an important basis for the implementation of tools supporting visual modeling (e.g. visual editor generation) and for model-based system verification.
Two main approaches to visual language (VL) definition can be distinguished: grammar-based approaches or meta-modeling. Using graph grammars and graph transformation [EEPT06] , multidimensional representations are described by graphs. Graph rules are used to manipulate the graph representation of a language element. Meta-modeling (see e.g. [MOF06] ) is also graph-based, but uses constraints instead of a grammar to define a visual language. The advantage of meta-modeling is that UML users, who probably have basic UML knowledge, do not need to learn a new external notation to be able to deal with syntax definitions. Graph grammars are more constructive, i.e. closer to the implementation, and provide a formal basis for visualizing, validating and verifying system properties.
For the application of graph transformation techniques to VL modeling, typed attributed graph transformation systems and grammars [EEPT06] have proven to be an adequate formalism. A VL is modeled by a type graph capturing the definition of the underlying visual alphabet, i.e. the symbols and relations which are available. Sentences or models of the VL are given by graphs typed over (i.e. conforming to) the type graph. Such a VL type graph corresponds closely to a meta model. In order to restrict the set of valid visual models, a syntax graph grammar may be defined, consisting of a set of language-generating graph transformation rules, typed over the abstract syntax part of the VL type graph.
In this paper, we extend the graph transformation framework in order to allow an adequate specification of different views and their relations. In the literature, approaches already exist to model views as morphisms between typed attributed graphs [EEHT97] . Up to now such morphisms require a fixed type graph, as well as a fixed data signature and domain. This is in general not adequate for view-oriented modeling where only parts of the complete type graph and signature are known and necessary when modeling a partial view of the system. Hence, in this paper we develop the notion of generalized attributed graph morphisms (GAG-morphisms) which allows the modeler to change the type graph, data signature and domain. GAG-morphisms are the basis for more flexible, view-oriented modeling since views are independent of each other, now also with respect to the data type definition.
For view-oriented modeling, mechanisms are needed to integrate different views to a full system model. In order to integrate two or more views, their intended correspondences have to be specified. Here, typed graphs and the underlying categorical constructions support an integration concept which goes much further than an integration merely based on the use of common names. In this paper, we define type hierarchies and views based on GAG-morphisms, and study the interaction and integration of views, as well as the restriction of views along type hierarchies, the notion of view consistency, and the integration and decomposition of models based on consistent views.
As a running example we use a visual domain-specific modeling language to model coarse-grained IT components and their connectors in decentralized IT infrastructures. An infrastructure model has to provide the basis to handle structural security issues, like firewall placements, of such distributed IT components. In order to provide support to model, build, administrate, monitor and control such a local IT landscape, we present a formal, visual domain-specific language family based on attributed type graph hierarchies and views. A simplified visual language for this purpose using typed graphs without attributes was first introduced in [BBE07] , serving as a basis to transform domain-specific IT infrastructure models to a Reo coordination model [Arb04] for further analysis.
The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 defines the category GAGraphs of typed attributed graphs and GAG-morphisms, and introduces the sample VL for IT infrastructures. On this basis, views are defined in Sect. 3, and the view relations interaction and integration are given by categorical constructions. Moreover, the interplay of type hierarchies of VLs and views is considered. Section 4 studies models of visual languages and models of views (view-models) and states as main result conditions for the consistency, integration and decomposition of view-models. Type hierarchies and views with constraints are studied in Sect. 5, an extension which is not included in our conference version [EEEP08] . In Sect. 6, related work is presented and compared to our approach. We conclude and discuss future work in Sect. 7.
Visual language definition by typed attributed graphs
We use the meta-model approach in combination with typed attributed graphs to define visual languages. A meta-model is given by an attributed type graph ATG together with structural constraints, and the corresponding visual language VL is given by all attributed graphs typed over ATG which satisfy the constraints. In the following, we introduce the necessary definitions for typed attributed graphs.
The definition of attributed graphs is based on E-graphs, which give a structure for graphs with data elements.
has two different kinds of nodes, namely graph nodes V G and data nodes V D , and different kinds of edges, namely graph edges E G and, for the attribution, node attribute edges E NA and edge attribute edges E EA , with corresponding source and target functions according to the signature on the right.
As presented in [EEPT06] , attributed graphs are defined as E-graphs combined with a DSIG-algebra, i.e. an algebra over a data signature DSIG. In this signature, we distinguish a set of attribute value sorts. The corresponding carrier sets in the DSIG-algebra can be used for attribution. In addition to attributed graph morphisms in [EEPT06] , generalized attributed graph morphisms are mappings of attributed graphs with possibly different data signatures.
Definition 2.1 (Attributed graph and generalized attributed graph morphism) An attributed graph AG (G, DSIG, D) consists of
• a data signature DSIG (S , S D , OP ) with attribute value sorts S D ⊆ S , and
with the following compatibility property: 
Attributed graphs with generalized attributed graph morphisms form the category GAGraphs.
Note that AG-morphisms in [EEPT06] correspond to signature preserving GAG-morphisms. For the typing, we use a distinguished attributed type graph ATG. According to [EEPT06] , attributed type graphs and typed attributed graphs are now defined using GAG-morphisms presented above. 
A GATG-morphism f is also a GAG-morphism since the compatibility property is automatically satisfied
Now we are able to define visual languages. In this section, we consider only visual languages over attributed type graphs, without any constraints. We deal with visual language based on meta models with constraints in Sect. 5. Definition 2.4 (Visual language) Given an attributed type graph ATG, the visual language VL of ATG consists of all typed attributed graphs (AG, t : AG → ATG) typed over ATG, i.e. VL is the object class of the category GAGraphs ATG .
Example 2.1 (VL for network infrastructures) Figure 1 shows at the top the attributed type graph ATG DSL which represents a meta-meta model (or schema) for domain-specific languages for IT infrastructures. The DSL schema defines that all its instances (domain-specific languages) consist of node types for components, connections and interfaces. In the center of Fig. 1 , the attributed type graph ATG Network defines a simple modeling language for network infrastructures which has component types for personal computers (PC), application servers (AS), and databases (DB). Interfaces are refined into HTTP-client and HTTP-server ports, as well as database client and server ports. Connections may be secure (i.e. with firewall) or insecure, which is modeled by the new boolean attribute secure.
There is a generalized attributed type graph morphism h from ATG Network to ATG DSL , indicated by equal numbering of mapped nodes. Note that in order to be able to define the signature morphism f S and the DSIGmorphism f D for any GAG-morphisms f : ATG 1 → ATG 2 between different type graphs, we assume that each node type in ATG 2 has at least one sort "*", and one attribute attr : * , where all sorts and attributes from ATG 1 can be mapped to which are not already defined in ATG 2 . Thus we can have new attributes, sorts and methods at the more detailed type level ATG 1 which need not be defined already in ATG 2 . For our sample GAG-morphism h in Fig. 1 , this is the case for the new attribute secure : Bool of the type Connection in ATG Network . The new sort Bool is mapped by the signature morphism to the sort "*", and the attribute secure is mapped by the DSIG-morphism to the constant attr .
At the bottom of Fig. 1 , a sample computer network is depicted as graph G Network which is an element of the visual Network language since G Network is typed over ATG Network : (G Network , t : G → ATG Network ) ∈ VL Network . Obviously, all graphs G in VL Network are also in VL DSL , since every (G, t : G → ATG Network ) is also typed over ATG DSL by the composition of typing morphisms:
Type hierarchies and views of visual languages and meta models
In this section, we study type hierarchies and views of visual languages based on morphisms in GAGraphs, which allow to change not only the graph structure but also the data signature and data type. Note that in this A restriction of a visual language to a specific subpart of the language is called a view. For the interaction and integration of views we need the categorical constructions of pullbacks and pushouts in GAGraphs. Proofs for the pushout and pullback construction lemmas are given in [EEEP09] . Pullbacks are a kind of generalized intersection of objects over a common object. Proof. See [EEEP09] .
Pushouts generalize the gluing of objects, i.e. a pushout emerges from the gluing of two objects along a common sub-object using the amalgamation of data types in the sense of [EM85] . 
Moreover, pushouts preserve injective, signature preserving, and persistent morphisms.
Proof. See [EEEP09].
Remark Moreover, we show in [EEEP09] that the category (GAGraphs, M) with the class M of all injective, persistent, and signature preserving morphisms and also the corresponding typed variant (GAGraphs ATG , M −→) are adhesive HLR categories. This allows us to apply main parts of the theory for typed attributed graph transformations developed on the basis of the categories (AGraphs, M) and (AGraphs ATG , M), respectively, also to the generalized case. The main difference is that graphs in GAGraphs ATG allow for the typing t : AG → ATG a change of the data type signature.
We are now able to define the interaction and integration of views based on the concepts of pullbacks and pushouts. Roughly speaking, the interaction is the intersection, and the integration is the union of views. The integration of views (ATG 1 , v 1 ) and (ATG 2 , v 2 ) with interaction (ATG 0 , i 1 , i 2 ) is given by the above pushout (2) in GAGraphs. Due to the universal pushout property there is a unique injective GATG-morphism
ATG is covered by views (ATG i , v i ) with i 1, 2 if v 1 and v 2 are jointly surjective.
There is a close relationship between covering by views and view integration. In order to support stepwise language development, visual languages can be structured hierarchically: one attributed type graph ATG may specify the abstract concepts a set of visual languages VL i have in common, and different type graphs ATG i for these visual languages refine the types in ATG by specifying multiple concrete subtypes for them. The type hierarchy relation is formalized by GATG-morphisms h i from ATG i to ATG. The morphism h : ATG Network → ATG DSL depicted in Fig. 1 is such a type hierarchy morphism. The next step is to define the restriction of views along type hierarchies by pullbacks. Given a type hierarchy morphism h : ATG → ATG and a view (ATG 1 , v 1 ) over ATG then the restriction (ATG 1 , v 1 ) of this view along h is defined by the pullback (1) in GAGraphs.
The restriction (ATG 1 , v 1 ) is a view over ATG because pullbacks preserve injectivity. Proof. In the diagram to the right, v 1 and v 2 being jointly surjective implies that also v 1 and v 2 are jointly surjective because (1) and (2) are componentwise pullbacks. 
Models and view-models of visual languages
In this section, we study models of visual languages and models of views of visual languages, called view-models, and we present our main result on the integration and decomposition of models.
Definition 4.1 (Model) Given a meta-model of a visual language VL by an attributed type graph ATG, then a model of VL is a typed attributed graph AG, typed over ATG with a GAG-morphism t : AG → ATG.
The model (AG, t) is called signature-conform if t is signature-preserving.
Similar to the restriction of views at the type level we now define the restriction of models at the model level. The construction f < (AG, t) is called backward typing and can be extended to a functor f < (AG, t) : GAGraphs ATG → GAGraphs ATG 1 , as opposed to the extension of view models defined by forward typing
In order to state the main result on integration and decomposition of models, we have to define the notions of consistency and integration for models. Roughly, models AG 1 and AG 2 of type ATG 1 and ATG 2 , respectively, are consistent if they agree on the interaction type ATG 0 . In this case, there is an integrated model AG such that the restrictions of AG to ATG 1 and to ATG 2 are equal to the given models AG 1 and AG 2 , respectively. 
(AG, t)
(AG 1 , t 1 ) and v < 2 (AG, t) (AG 2 , t 2 ), and the top face commutes.
Example 4.1 (Inconsistent models) Consider the view models AG 1 and AG 2 in Fig. 4 . These models are inconsistent since the squares (1) and (2) are pullbacks corresponding to the back squares of the cube in Definition 4.3, but the resulting pullback objects AG 0 and AG 0 are different (and non-isomorphic), so we have i < 1 (AG 1 , t 1 ) (AG 0 , t 0 ) i < 2 (AG 2 , t 2 ) (AG 0 , t 0 ). In this case, there is no integration (AG, t) s.t. v < 1 (AG, t) (AG 1 , t 1 ) and v < 2 (AG, t) (AG 2 , t 2 ). Integration. If (AG i , t i ) are consistent models of (ATG i , v i ) via (AG 0 , t 0 ) then there is up to isomorphism a unique integration (AG, t) of (AG i , t i ) via (AG 0 , t 0 ).
Decomposition. Vice versa, each model (AG, t) of ATG can be decomposed uniquely up to isomorphism into view-models (AG i , t i ) with i 1, 2 such that (AG, t) is the integration of (AG 1 , t 1 ) and (AG 2 , t 2 ) via (AG 0 , t 0 ).
Bijective Correspondence. Integration and decomposition are inverse to each other up to isomorphism.
Proof. Integration. Since ATG is covered by (ATG i , v i ) for i 1, 2 it is also the integration of these views by Fact 3.3. This means that the bottom pullback in the cube in Definition 4.3 is already a pushout in GAGraphs with injective and persistent morphisms. Now assume that (AG i , t i ) with i 1, 2 are consistent models. This means that the back faces of the cube in Definition 4.3 are pullbacks with injective and persistent j 1 and j 2 . This allows to construct AG in the top face as pushout in GAGraphs leading to a unique t such that the front faces commute. According to a suitable van Kampen property (see [EEEP09] ), the front faces are pullbacks such that (AG, t) is the integration of (AG i , t i ) for i 1, 2 via (AG 0 , t 0 ). In order to show the uniqueness let also (AG , t : AG → ATG) be an integration of (AG i , t i ) for i 1, 2 via (AG 0 , t 0 ). Then the front faces are pullbacks with (AG , t ) and the top face commutes. Now the van Kampen property in the opposite direction implies that the top face is a pushout in GAGraphs. This implies that (AG, t) and (AG , t ) are equal up to isomorphism.
Decomposition. Vice versa, given a model (AG, t) of ATG we construct the front and one of the back faces as pullbacks such that the remaining back face also becomes a pullback and the top face commutes. This shows that (AG 1 , t 1 ) and (AG 2 , t 2 ) are consistent w.r.t (AG 0 , t 0 ), and, similar to the previous step, (AG, t) is the integration of both via (AG 0 , t 0 ). The decomposition is unique up to isomorphism because the pullbacks in the front faces are unique up to isomorphism.
Bijective Correspondence. Uniqueness of integration and decomposition as shown above implies that both constructions are inverse to each other up to isomorphism. 
Type hierarchies and views with constraints
In this section, we extend the definition of a visual language VL given by an attributed type graph ATG by a set of graph constraints PC which pose further restrictions on the set of valid visual models in a natural, visual way. A visual language definition given by a type graph and a set of graph constraints corresponds closely to a meta model according to the MOF approach [MOF06] , together with a set of OCL constraints [OCL03] .
Definition 5.1 (Graph constraint) Let ATG be an attributed type graph. A constraint c ((P , t P ) a −→ (C , t C )) is given by typed attributed graphs (P , t P ) and (C , t C ) typed over ATG, where we omit the typing morphisms if they are not necessary, i.e. write c (P a −→ C ), and a typed attributed graph morphism a : P → C . A model G typed over ATG fulfills a constraint c (P a −→ C ) if for all typed attributed graph morphisms p : P → G there exists an injective q : C → G such that q • a p.
Definition 5.2 (Visual language with constraints) A visual language over a type graph ATG and a set of constraints PC is defined by VL {G ∈ GAGraphs
The following facts concern the satisfaction of constraints in view models which are extended or restricted to different type graphs: Definition 5.3 (Forward translation of constraints) Given a GATG-morphism f : ATG 1 → ATG 2 and a constraint c 1 ((P , t P ) a −→ (C , t C )) over ATG 1 , the forward translated constraint f > (c 1 ) c 2 over ATG 2 is given by c 2 (
. For a set PC 1 of constraints over ATG 1 , we define f
Fact 5.1 states that a forward translated constraint is satisfied by an extended view model whenever the originally typed constraint is satisfied by the original view model, and vice versa.
Fact 5.1 Given a view (ATG 1 , v 1 ) over ATG 2 , a constraint c 1 ∈ PC 1 typed over ATG 1 , and a typed attributed graph G 1 typed over ATG 1 , then we have: 
"⇒" We have to show that for each injective p : P → G 1 in GAGraphs ATG 2 there is an injective q : C → G 1 in GAGraphs ATG 2 with q • a p. Given an injective p : P → G 1 in GAGraphs ATG 2 we have p : P → G 1 in GAGraphs with
and q is the required GAGraphs ATG 2 -morphism.
"⇐" We have to show that for each injective p : P → G 1 in GAGraphs ATG 1 there is an injective q :
Example 5.1 Consider the constraint "An application server always has two HTTP-server ports", shown in Fig. 6 in the upper right corner as constraint c
. This constraint is typed originally over ATG Components , and it is satisfied for the ATG Components -typed instance graph AG. The forward translation of constraint c is given by the constraint c
, typed over ATG Network . Obviously, constraint c is satisfied for graph AG, which is also typed over ATG Network by typing morphism AG
Fact 5.2 states that a forward translated constraint is satisfied by a model whenever the original constraint is satisfied by the corresponding restricted view model, and vice versa.
Fact 5.2 Given a view (ATG 1 , v 1 ) over ATG 2 , a constraint c 1 ∈ PC 1 typed over ATG 1 , and a typed attributed graph G 2 typed over ATG 2 , then we have:
is the forward translation of c 1 and v
"⇒" We have to show that for each injective p 1 : P → G 1 in GAGraphs ATG 1 there is an injective q 1 : C → G 1 in GAGraphs ATG 1 with q 1 • a p 1 . Given an injective p 1 : P → G 1 in GAGraphs ATG 1 , with v 1 being injective and (1) being a pullback also g and hence g • p 1 are injective. Thus we have that
q 2 . The latter implies that q 1 is injective by decomposition of monomorphisms. Hence q 1 is the required GAGraphs ATG 1 -morphism. "⇐" We have to show that for each injective p 2 : P → G 2 in GAGraphs ATG 2 there is an injective q 2 : C → G 2 in GAGraphs ATG 2 with q 2 • a p 2 . Given an injective p 2 : P → G 2 in GAGraphs ATG 2 we have
The latter implies that p 1 is injective by decomposition of monomorphisms. Since G 1 | c 1 there exists an injective q 1 :
Example 5.2 In Fig. 7 , the constraint c is originally typed over ATG Components . Its forward translation c
is typed over ATG Network , and it is satisfied for the ATG Network -typed instance model AG Network . The view model of AG Network over the view ATG Components v −→ ATG Network is obtained by constructing the pullback (PB ) and yields as pullback object the ATG Components -typed model AG C which was shown explicitly in Fig. 6 . Moreover, from Example 5.1 we know that the constraint c is satisfied by AG C . Fact 5.3 considers the satisfaction of sets of constraints by extended and restricted view models. We find that constraint implication preserves visual language extensions and reflects visual language restrictions. Fact 5.3 Given attributed type graphs ATG 1 and ATG 2 , constraints PC 1 and PC 2 over ATG 1 and ATG 2 leading to visual languages VL 1 and VL 2 , respectively, and a view (ATG 1 , v 1 ) over ATG 2 , then we have the following results: 1. Consider again the constraint "An application server always has two HTTP-server ports", shown in Fig. 8 in the upper right corner as constraint c 1 ((P 1 , t P 1 ) a −→ (C 1 , t C 1 )). As shown in Example 5.1, the forward translation of constraint c 1 , given by the constraint c 1 (
, is typed over ATG Network and is satisfied for graph AG C . Obviously, constraint c 1 does not imply constraint c 2 which requires that every database server is connected via two DB server interface nodes to a database connection. This constraint is not satisfied by the forward-translated model AG C . Hence, model AG C does not belong to the visual language defined by the type graph ATG Network and a set of constraints PC 2 with c 2 ∈ PC 2 . 2. In Fig. 9 , the constraint c 2 , typed over ATG Network is satisfied for model AG Network , but it does not imply the satifaction of constraint c 1 (a forward-translated constraint, originally typed over ATG Components ), since A view with constraints is consequently defined in Definition 5.4 as a view the (forward-translated) constraints of which are implied by the constraints of the original type graph. A VL is covered by views with constraints when its type graph is covered by the view type graphs, and additionally, its set of constraints consists of the union of the (forward translated) constraints of the views. Vice versa, for the decomposition of (AG, t) into view-models (AG i , t i ) with i 1, 2 it holds that AG i | PC i .
Proof. Given the integration (AG, t) we have that v 
Related work
From a theoretical point of view, the concepts and results in this paper are closely related to the abstract framework of institutions, introduced by Goguen and Burstall [GB84] as general framework for data type specifications. An institution INST (SIG, Mod, Sen, | ) consists of a category SIG of signatures, a contravariant functor Mod : SIG op → CAT assigning to each signature SIG a category Mod(SIG) of models, a functor Sen : SIG → Sets defining a set Sen(SIG) of sentences over SIG, and a satisfaction relation | , where (M , ϕ) ∈| , written M | ϕ, means that model M satisfies sentence ϕ. The most prominent classical example is the institution EQSIG (SIG, Alg, Eqns, | ) of equational signatures, where SIG is the category of algebraic signatures, Alg(SIG) the category of SIG-algebras and SIG-homomorphisms, Eqns(SIG) the set of equations over SIG, and A | e means that algebra A satisfies equation e. In our paper, the concepts are defining an institution ATG (ATGraphs, Mod, Constr, | ) of attributed type graphs, where ATGraphs is the category GAGraphs restricted to attributed type graphs, Mod(ATG) is the category GAGraphs ATG of attributed graphs AG typed over ATG, Constr(ATG) is the set of graph constraints of ATG-typed graphs, and AG | c means that attributed graph AG satisfies constraint c. Fact 5.1 in our paper corresponds to the well-known satisfaction condition for institutions, and our main Theorem 5.1 means that the institution ATG has amalgamation based on pushouts of attributed type graphs with constraints.
Viewpoint-oriented software development is well-known in the literature [GEMT00, GMT99, EEHT97], however identifying, expressing, and reasoning about meaningful relationships between view models is hard [NFK03] . Up to now existing formal techniques for visual modeling of views and distributed systems by graph transformation support the definition of non-hierarchical views which require a common fixed data signature [EEPT06, GDdL05] . This is in general not adequate for view-oriented modeling where only parts of the complete type graph and signature are known and necessary when modeling a view of the system. Moreover, hierarchical relations between views could not be defined on the typing and data type level resulting in a lack of composition and decomposition techniques for view integration, verification, and analysis.
In [AdLG07] domain specific languages are defined using graphical and textual views based on the metamodeling approach used in the AToM 3 tool. In this approach the language designer starts with the common (integrated) meta-model and selects parts of the meta-model as different diagram views. So a common abstract meta-model is missing allowing to define hierarchical relations between the models.
In [RGH08] abstract graph views are defined, abstracting from specification details allowing a convenient usage of modules. To fulfill this purpose, reference relations have been introduced for the definition of mapping between view elements and abstract model elements (e.g. the database). Given this relations, there are different semantics for modifying view objects which are not studied yet in full detail. In comparison with the presented approach, generalized attributed graph morphisms have a unique formal semantics on the one hand and they provide the flexibility to define hierarchical relations on the other hand.
As a related approach xlinkit [NCEF07] provides rule-based link generation in web content management systems. In this approach semantics are defined using first order logic allowing automatic link generation to manage large document repositories. According to its purpose, this approach is limited to XML documents using XPath and XLink and thus requires an XML based storage format for models.
For related work concerning (nested) graph constraints we refer to [EEPT06, EEHP06, HP05] . Recently, the Query/View/Transformation Specification (QVT), Version 1.0 has been released by the OMG [QVT08] . Here, views are perceived as complex queries to select model parts. Despite its name, the main application area for QVT is model-to-model transformation. Queries and views are seen as special transformations. Transforming views at different meta-model levels, and ensuring consistency of views and view models for such transformations is not yet an issue of the QVT standard and tools.
QVT transformations are based on MOF meta-models and OCL [OCL03] , a textual specification language providing constraint and object query expressions on meta-models that cannot be otherwise be expressed by diagrammatic notation. The combination of meta-models and OCL is closely related to our approach based on type graphs and graph constraints. In fact, the relationship has been discussed in our previous paper [WTEK06] , where we identified a set of OCL constraints which can be translated to graph constraints. The combination of graph transformation rules for VL definition and graph constraints is as expressive as a meta-model with OCL constraints. This was shown e.g. in [BKPPT00] , where a graph-based semantics for OCL is proposed by translating OCL constraints into expressions over graph rules. Vice versa, Cabot et al. present an approach to analyze graph transformation rules based on an intermediate OCL representation [CCGdL08] . Here, rules are translated to OCL with the purpose of verifying their correctness and allowing for interoperability with standards-based model-driven development tools.
Conclusion
In this paper we have studied the interaction and integration of views and the restriction of views along type hierarchies. The main result shows under which condition models of these views can be composed to a unique integrated model. The condition is called consistency of view models which means roughly that the models agree on the interaction type of the views. Vice versa, each model can be decomposed up to isomorphism into consistent models of given views. The paper is based on an extended version of typed attributed graph morphisms which allow changes of the type graph including those of data signatures and domains. In Theorem 1 we have considered visual languages based on meta-models given by attributed type graphs without constraints. In Theorem 2 we have shown that the main result can be extended to visual languages including constraints. Full proofs of all technical lemmas used in this paper and some extended results are given in our technical report [EEEP09] .
An important consequence of our work is that we provide the ability to rapidly compose "small" visual languages both at the view (type graph) level and at the view-model level, thus laying the formal basis for multi-view modeling environments. Hence, rather than a "one modeling language does all" approach, we favor a confederation of small, relatively orthogonal visual languages for different system aspects. Future work is planned to investigate the interplay of views and models with behaviour, which is related to the field of merging behavioural models [BCE06, UC04] .
The concept of type hierarchies should allow a language designer to adapt language definitions by performing model transformations at an abstract hierarchy level and "inheriting" the transformation results at the more concrete levels of the hierarchy. Work is in progress to analyze model transformations for hierarchically structured visual languages.
Future work is planned to implement our formal approach by extending our graph transformation engine AGG [AGG09] , a tool supporting visual modeling and analysis of typed, attributed graph transformation systems. Type graphs with inheritance model the underlying structure of the visual language used. The extension will offer means for structuring type graphs by hierarchies to enable language designers to compose/decompose visual languages at different abstraction levels. We will extend the underlying notion of typed attributed graph morphisms in AGG to the more general notion of GAG-morphisms and provide algorithms for checking the consistency conditions for integration and decomposition of view models.
